Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolors - Bee Kind Wreath Wall Art
Supplies Needed:
Winsor & Newton® Cotman® Watercolors Sketchers’ Pocket Box; Item # D240485S,
#10435073
Using the Following Colors in the Set:
Cadmium Yellow
Cadmium Red Pale Hue
Intense Blue (Phthalo Blue)
Sap Green
Burnt Sienna
Chinese White
Watercolor Pad by Artist’s Loft™, 9x12; Item # 10189610 - trim sheet to have one 8x10 piece
Winsor & Newton® Cotman® #2 Round Brush; Item # 10269103
Winsor & Newton® Cotman® #4 Round Brush; Item # 10269104
10-Well Artist Palette With Center (to mix and hold 7 Colors and 1 Wash); Item # 10207789
Paper Towels
Graphite Pencil (4H recommended)
Eraser
Step 1 - Prepare Work Surface
Cover your work surface with a disposable covering and fill a glass or cup with water.
Step 2 - Cut Watercolour Paper
Cut one sheet of 9in x 12in watercolor paper to create one 8x10 sheet of paper.
Step 3 - Transfer or Freehand Draw Outline
Use a Lightbox or well lit window and a graphite pencil to transfer the provided outline, or
freehand draw the outline by using the provided outline as a guide.
Step 4 - Mix 7 Colors and One Wash
To mix the 7 colors with the same paint to water ratio, use a #4 brush as if it were a spoon.
Place 2 scoops of water into 7 different wells on the artist palette. Mix the following colors into
those wells until you have an equal paint to water ratio for each color:
Black: Equal parts Intense Blue (Phthalo Blue) and Cadmium Red Pale Hue
Light Grey: One part Black paint to five parts Chinese White
White: Chinese White only
Cadmium Yellow: Cadmium Yellow only
Sap Green: Sap Green only
Dark Sap Green: One part Black paint to two parts Sap Green
Burnt Sienna: Burnt Sienna only
To mix the wash, place 5 scoops of water into a new well on your palette. Wipe the wet brush a
handful of times over the Intense Blue (Phthalo Blue) pan, and then deposit the paint on the
brush into the well that contains the 5 scoops of water. The wash should have a 20% opacity
and have a consistency that is more water than paint.
Step 5 - Apply White to Chamomile Petals
Using the a #2 round brush for this step and each future step. Work this entire step one
chamomile flower at a time.
Apply Chinese White to each petal. Then, without rinsing the brush in the water, dip just the tip
of the #2 brush into the Light Grey paint color and drop a dot of this color on the bottom of each

petal. Then, using wispy vertical hatching strokes that start at the base of the petal and then
move upward, apply some shading to each petal. Repeat this process to every chamomile
flower and bud.
Step 6 - Apply Cadmium Yellow and Burnt Sienna to Yellow Bee Stripes
Work just one yellow bee stripe at a time, using the outline as a guide for color placement.
Apply Cadmium Yellow to the first yellow stripe using a horizontal hatching stroke.
Immediately apply Burnt Sienna along the very upper edge and sides of the stripe using a
hatching stroke. Repeat this process to the other yellow stripes.
Step 7 - Apply Black and Light Grey to the Bee’s Head, Black Bee Stripes and Antennas
Work just one black bee stripe at a time, using the outline as a guide for color placement.
Apply Black to the head of the bee using a horizontal hatching stroke. Then gently paint on the
antennas using Black.
Then, without rinsing your brush, dip the very tip of the brush into the Light Grey color and then
paint on the next black stripe using a horizontal hatching stroke. Adding the touch of Light Grey
to your brush will cause the color that is applied to be more of a dark grey color. Then, dip the
very tip of your brush into the Black paint, and aapply Black along the very upper edge of the
stripe and sides using a horizontal hatching stroke. Repeat this process to the other yellow
stripes. Do not rinse your brush before moving on to step 8.
Step 8 - Apply Black and Light Grey to Bee Legs
Work just one leg at a time.
Dip the very tip of the brush into the Light Grey color and then paint on the middle of the first
bee leg. Adding the touch of Light Grey to your brush will cause the color that is applied to be
more of a dark grey color. Then, apply Black to the rest of the leg, and allow the Black and Light
Grey to bleed into each other organically. Repeat this process to the other legs. Do not rinse
your brush.
Step 9 - Apply Black, Light Grey, and the Intense Blue Wash to Wings
Work the wings on one side of the bee to completion before repeating the process to the wings
on the other side of the bee.
Dip the very tip of the brush into the Light Grey color and paint on the upper edge of both the
top wing and bottom wing. This should be a dark grey color, so if it is too light, you can go over
it again with Black. Dip just the tip of your brush into the Light Grey paint again, and then paint
on thin lines that make up the pattern on the wings.
Rinse your brush thoroughly. With a clean but wet brush, do a wash over the wings, working
the top wing first. Start at the very top edge of the wing and work your way down to the bottom
edge of the top wing, adding more water to your brush if needed. This wash of water will soften
but not completely eliminate the top edging and pattern that was painted on to the wings, and it
will also add a soft grey color to the wings as well as a slight gradient. Repeat the above
process with the bottom wing.
While the paint is still wet, clean your brush and then quickly drop in the Intense Blue Wash to
the upper third of both the top wing and bottom wing to add a slight hint of blue to the wings.
Repeat the above to the wings on the other side of the bee.

Step 10 - Apply Color to the Centers of the Chamomile Flowers
Work the center of one chamomile flower at a time.
For the chamomile flowers that are front-facing, start by outlining the entire outer edge of the
center using Burnt Sienna, and then apply a dot in the very center using the same color. Then,
apply Cadmium Yellow to the remaining portion of the center using a hatching stroke. Then,
drop on a small dot of the Sap Green to the very center, applying this color right over top of the
Burnt Sienna already applied. Adjustments can be made by adding more Burnt Sienna,
Cadmium Yellow, or Sap Green by repeating any of the above a second time. You can also
repeat the above, either in whole or in part, after the first layer of paint dries.
For the chamomile flowers that are side-facing, start by outlining the bottom edge of the center
using Burnt Sienna, and then apply a dot at the middle top of the center using the same color.
Then, apply Cadmium Yellow to the remaining portion of the center using a hatching stroke.
Then, drop on a small dot of the Sap Green to the very center top, applying this color right over
top of the Burnt Sienna that was already applied. Adjustments can be made by adding more
Burnt Sienna, Cadmium Yellow, or Sap Green by repeating any of the above a second time.
You can also repeat the above, either in whole or in part, after the first layer of paint dries.
Repeat the above process to each Chamomile flower center.
Step 11 - Apply Sap Green and Dark Sap Green to Stems and Leaves
Work this step by interchangeably using both the Sap Green and Dark Sap Green paint color.
Work in-between both colors by just dipping the tip of your brush into each color like you did
with the Black and Light Grey paint colors. It is not really necessary to rinse your brush
throughout this step.
Apply thin lines of paint on the stem and leaves. Use one of the green colors and occasionally
switch to the other green so that the two greens can bleed into each other.
For the chamomile buds, both the closed buds and slightly open buds, apply curved strokes
using the greens to the bottom of these flowers.
Step 12 - Apply Intense Blue Wash to Chamomile Flower Petals
To further shade the petals and to add a touch of color, apply a few hatching strokes using the
Intense Blue Wash to the chamomile petals, starting at the bottom of each petal and moving up
toward the top of the petal. You may also thinly outline a few petals using the Intense Blue
Wash as well. Try to keep the tips of the petals as only White to allow for the Intense Blue Wash
to appear as shading on the petals.

